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Abstract
In this work we show that there is a need of using multimodal resources during human-computer interaction (HCI) in intelligent systems.
We propose that not only creating multimodal output for the user is important, but to take multimodal input resources into account for
the decision when and how to interact. Especially the use of multimodal input resources for the decision when and how to provide
assistance in HCI is important. The use of assistive functionalities like providing adaptive explanations to keep the user motivated and
cooperative is more than a side-effect and demands a closer look. In this paper we introduce our approach on how to use multimodal
input ressources in an adaptive and generic explanation pipeline. We do not only concentrate on using explanations as a way to manage
user knowledge, but to maintain the cooperativeness, trust and motivation of the user to continue a healthy and well-structured HCI.
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1. Introduction
Assisting the user during HCI is a mandatory functional-
ity in state-of-the-art technical systems. Pre-defined help
texts or illustrations and step-by-step instructions are the
backbone of assistive functionalities in user-friendly tech-
nical systems. In most cases help can be requested by the
user in the like of pressing a help-button or changing to a
help-dedicated part of the technical system (e.g., frequently
asked questions (FAQ) or a tutorial section). Additionally
help functionalities are often embedded implicitly in the in-
teraction by describing interaction elements or providing
exemplary use-cases. The goals of these functionalities are
imparting declarative or procedural knowledge to the user.
However, intelligent technical systems should not be lim-
ited to manage user knowledge, but be able to anticipate
the users’ needs and adapt the running HCI to the user’s cur-
rent situation, requirements or capabilities in an appropriate
way. When looking closer at the area of help functionalities
one can see that they are all a sort of explanation. Explana-
tions are a typical intervention in human-human interaction
(HHI) to clarify concepts, tasks or instructions. Douglas
Walton defined successful explanation as a transfer of un-
derstanding in a dialogue system in which a questioner and
a respondent take part (Walton, 2004). However, expla-
nations can on the one hand influence more than only the
knowledge model of the user and on the other hand are not
limited to providing conceptual or tutorial explanations as
mentioned before.
The first thing that comes into mind when thinking about
explanations are pure declarative explanations. For exam-
ple, explaining the concept, purpose and the looks of an
HDMI cable. However, apart from these obvious expla-
nations an intelligent system has to be able to provide ex-
planations on its own system behaviour in order to justify
decisions and keep them transparent for the user. In order to
derive required explanation capabilities for intelligent sys-
tems, we need to examine which problems a user will typi-
cally face during usage and which explanations will be nec-
essary to overcome these problems. These problems and

matching explanations for intelligent technical systems are
inherited from expected questions that might occur in hu-
man discourse. Analogously to human discourse, providing
reasons for certain system decisions may convince the user
of proposed actions and solutions or already made changes.
In HHI the person which provides the explanations has usu-
ally specific intentions and implicit goals in mind which
should be achieved. This is the same for any explanation
provided by an intelligent technical system. Sørmo and
Cassens (2004) list the different goals of explanations (see
table 1. for more details) which correspond in parts to the
goals pursued in HHI when providing explanations. Intelli-
gent technical systems should be able to pursue all of these
goals of explanation.

Goals Details
Transparency How was the answer reached?
Justification Why is the answer a good answer?
Relevance Why is it a relevant answer?
Conceptualisation Clarify the meaning of concepts
Learning Learn something about the domain

Table 1: The goals of explanation

Applied for the use in intelligent technical systems this
means that the system should on the one hand be able to
recognize situations in which explanation capabalities are
needed and on the other hand chose the appropriate goal
of explanation in the appropriate point of time. In order to
make these decisions we think that there is more to consider
than only the current task and the related user knowledge.
Several factors can influence the relationship between user
and technical system and therefore make the difference be-
tween interaction success and failure.
One important information resource during the interaction
in our developed system architecture is the trust model of
the user (see fig. 1). Trust has shown to be a crucial point
in keeping the user motivated and cooperative. The users’
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Figure 1: In this for human-computer trust constructed
model, personal attachment and faith build the bases for
affect-based trust and perceived understandability, per-
ceived technical competence and perceived reliability for
cognition-based trust.

trust in the system will be decreased if he does not under-
stand system actions or instructions (Muir, 1992). This can
lead to a change in the willingness to interact or in the worst
case scenario to an abort in interaction and use (Parasura-
man and Riley, 1997). However, providing explanations
can help to prevent the decrease of trust (Glass et al., 2008).

The knowledge base contains several information re-
sources, which can be helpful to decide when the integra-
tion of an explanation is appropriate. For example, the
user’s knowledge model serves as an indicator whether to
augment the HCI with system-initiated help functionalities.
This means that it can indicate when an explanation is nec-
essary in order to qualify the user for an upcoming task
execution. Or the knowledge model can help to adapt in-
structions given by the system to the profile of the user.
However, the decision on the point of time when to interfere
or adapt the interaction cannot solely be based on one infor-
mation resource. Information input resources can be typical
user input via speech, text, touch or system input sources
cumulated in a knowledge base. This knowledge base can
contain resources like the user model (e.g., users’ knowl-
edge, trust, emotion model) or the environmental model of
the sourroundings.

2. Related Work
There are several fields of research involved in developing
assistive support for the user in human-computer interac-
tion. For example intelligent tutoring systems (Anderson
et al., 1985), which try to impart knowledge on a specific
topic to a learning person in the best possible way. How-
ever, intelligent tutoring systems are limited to a specific
topic and do not explain their behaviour. Expert systems
(Jackson, 1990) provide solutions for a given problem or
analyze situations based on expert knowledge in order to
support and justify user decisions. These mentioned sys-
tems concentrate on imparting knowledge to the user. In
our work we propose a more multifunctional view on using
explanations to not only fulfil the user’s needs, but to focus
on maintaining the willingness of the user to cooperate.
In the following section we describe the architecture of our
explanation pipeline and how we interfere in the right point

of time with a system-initiated interaction based on differ-
ent input resources.

3. Architecture
The underlying architecture depictured in figure 2 shows
the basic components which are necessary to receive mul-
timodal input resources in a technical system. Sensors are
necessary to receive input data like the user’s facial expres-
sion or gestures to infer user emotions. Devices are used for
user-input as well as system-output. The knowledge base
manages the provided sensed or recorded data and reasons
about them to provide coherent information.

Figure 2: Overview of the basic components of the under-
lying technical system

Figure 3 gives an overview of the necessary modules for
processing the different input ressources and providing ap-
propriate explanations. In our system exist three possibili-
ties to initiate an explanation. The first one is that the user
can explicitly request an explanation (e.g., via speech or
touch interaction). The second possibility are by the sys-
tem initiated explanations. The decision of the system to
interfere in the HCI is based on information contained in
the knowledge base (e.g., user knowledge and trust model).
The last one is HCI-intervention by pre-defined points in
the dialogue where explanations are initiated automatically
by the system. However, these explanations are imple-
mented by the designer and are therefore not really system-
initiated explanations. If we take a look at the differ-
ences between these three options regarding the goal of the
emerging explanation, we can notice that for option one and
three the explanation goal is already inherent. This is due to
the fact that for user-initiated explanations the user pursues
a specific goal. In the case of spoken dialogues this goal has
to be inferred by a semantic analysis. For pre-defined points
in dialogue the goal of the explanation is already included
as well and the goal of the explanation was determined by
the designer. However, for by the system-initiated expla-
nations the decision when and what to explain is far more
complex. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, we will
concentrate on system-initiated explanations.

4. System-Initated Explanations
Basically there are three decision to make in order to initi-
ate and generate a system-initiated explanation (see figure
4). Mapped to our explanation pipeline, when to explain is
matter of the knowledge base or the module monitoring it.
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Figure 3: Explanation Architecture: The Dialogue Manager processes the user, system or pre-defined explanation requests.
These are forwarded to the Explanation Manager. The Knowledge Base provides all necessary information resources for
an appropriate explanation adaptation.

The decision what to explain is the generation of the expla-
nation request and the decision how to explain it, is the se-
lection of an appropriate explanation machine. These steps
will be described in more detail in the next section. As men-

Figure 4: The three basic decisions to make in a system-
initiated explanation pipeline

tioned before one of the basic input resources is the knowl-
edge model of the user. However, compared to typically
used knowledge models based on knowledge levels (e.g.,
novice, intermediate, expert) we use a more fine-grained
knowledge model infered from past interaction. For this
we are keeping track of the HCI in a so-called dialogue his-
tory. This history records the decisions and actions of user
and technical system. The history is used to note when for
example, something was explained to the user, when the
user executed a task or requested help from the system.
This enables the knowledge base to infer a fine-grained
knowledge model of the user. Contained is for example
not only which task the user did execute, but which entities
were used for this task and if the task completion was suc-
cessful. In this knowledge model we distinguish between
declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge. Declar-
ative knowledge can be used to describe the being of things
(i.e., appearance, purpose). Possessing declarative knowl-
edge about something does not necessarily mean to be able
to use this knowledge for a task or action. In comparison to
that procedural knowledge can be applied to a task. Proce-
dural knowledge provides the knowledge on how to execute

a task or on how to solve a problem.
During runtime, the system can check if the knowledge of
an upcoming task or action is sufficient and tailor the sys-
tem prompt appropriatly. For example, if the user does
posses declarative knowledge about the concept of HDMI
cabels, but lacks procedural knowledge about connecting
devices using a HDMI cabel, the explanation will contain
a tutorial explanation about how to connect devices, but no
additional conceptual explanation about HDMI.
However, the user’s knowledge is not the only input re-
source to decide wheather to explain. As unexpected or not
understandable system actions or decisions may influence
the trust of the system negatively and indirectly the use of
the system, we need to avoid such situations. Therefore
we are using the dialogue history to monitor the interac-
tion not only knowledge-wise, but to record system actions
and explanations to determine if specific situations have oc-
cured before. If this is not the case, system decisions can be
augmented by transparency and justification explanations
to describe and provide reasons for the system’s behavior
to the user. After the decision on if to explain, the next step
is to select an appropriate type of explanation.

5. Explanation Generation Pipeline
Due to several information resources and contained uncer-
tainties the Explanation Manager has to choose the type
of explanation goal (e.g., justification, transparency, rele-
vance) which is most likely the best in the current situation.
However, any type of explanation can be a combination of
several explanation goals as well. The goals of explanation
depend on the results of the request to the knowledge base.
For example, if the decision never occured before, the goal
of transparency will be added. And if a concept included in
this decision is not known to the user, the goal of conceptu-
alisation has to be considered as well.
In the next step, a so called explanation machine defines
which parts the explanation should consist of, in order to
construct the explanation for the user (see listing 1).
Explanation machines are part of content planning or deter-
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mination because they select the appropriate ingredients for
the explanation. Additionally the explanation machines are
modality-independent. The fission decides in the last mo-
ment in which modality and on which device (e.g., PDA,
Smartphone, LCD-Monitor . . . ) the information should be
presented. This means that explanation machines should
not possess any modality-dependent information. Listing 1
shows a typical explanation machine which then has to be
processed further in order to send it back to the dialogue
manager to be included into the running dialogue.

<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
<d i a l o g u e m o d e l : D i a l o g u e M o d e l x m i : v e r s i o n =”

2 . 0 ” x m l n s : d i a l o g u e m o d e l =” d i a l o g u e m o d e l
”>

<e x p l a n a t i o n M a c h i n e i n i t i a t i v e =” sys tem ”
i n p u t C h a n n e l = k n o w l e d g e b a s e >

<c o n t e n t t y p e =” t a s k ”>connect v ia HDMI< /
c o n t e n t>

<t y p e> J u s t i f i c a t i o n< / t y p e>
< i n g r e d i e n t s>
<p a r t>u s e r knowledge model< / p a r t>
<p a r t>r e a s o n i n g t r a c e< / p a r t>
< / i n g r e d i e n t s>

< / e x p l a n a t i o n M a c h i n e>
< / d i a l o g u e m o d e l : D i a l o g u e M o d e l>

Listing 1: An exemplary explanation machine

5.1. Explanation machine selection
In order to select an appropriate explanation machine, we
need to select the most appropriate one for a given event.
However, information resources from the knowledge base
and the decisions resulting from it have always a certain
degree of uncertainty to it. This could be due to several
contained data changing at the same moment (e.g., knowl-
edge and trust) or due to the initiative itself containing un-
certainty. In the first case the uncertainty is in the decision,
which defined explanation machine is the best for knowl-
edge and trust loss together and in the second case it is due
to the uncertainty in the input channel itself (e.g., in speech
recognition the misrecognition of a word).
However, the most common case is the change in only one
aspect of contained data. For example, when it comes to
selecting the appropriate explanation machine for specific
trust issues, we need to determine which bases of trust need
improvement. The idea is that some extended explanation
machines perform better than others for selected bases of
trust. For example, when coping with a possibly low per-
ceived understandability, which relates to the mental model
of the user and predicting the future system behaviour, an
explanation machine imparting transparency is appropriate.
Understanding how the system reached an answer will help
the user predict similar behaviour in future events.
An explanation machine is generated for the current run-
ning dialogue and meant to be arranged before or after the
next action in the dialogue flow. For example, a dialogue
action “take the bus and not the taxi” is extended by an ap-
propriate explanation (e.g., “You cannot take a taxi, because
you do not have enough money right now. And my infor-
mation shows that the next ATM is 3 miles away”.). How-
ever, the abstract information contained in the explanation

machine needs to be converted to real text or an image or
a multimodal explanation for a specific interaction like this
first.

5.2. Explanation machine transformation
The first step to a detailed and well phrased explanation
is the transformation of the explanation machine into an
explanation dialogue goal, which can be integrated into the
running dialogue by the Dialogue Manager.

<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
<d i a l o g u e m o d e l : D i a l o g u e M o d e l x m i : v e r s i o n =”

2 . 0 ” x m l n s : d i a l o g u e m o d e l =” d i a l o g u e m o d e l
”>

<e x p l a n a t i o n O b j e c t>
<c o n t e n t t y p e =” t a s k ”>connect v ia HDMI
< / c o n t e n t>
<t y p e> J u s t i f i c a t i o n< / t y p e>
< i n g r e d i e n t s>
<p a r t name=” u s e r knowledge ”>
i n t e r m e d i a t e ( connec t v ia HDMI ) , e x p e r t (

HDMI)
< / p a r t>
<p a r t name=” r e a s o n i n g t r a c e ”>
se tup HomeThea t e r (TV, Rece ive r ,

S p e a k e r s e t ) , c o n n e c t T V R e c e i v e r (TV
, R e c e i v e r )

< / p a r t>
< / i n g r e d i e n t s>

< / e x p l a n a t i o n O b j e c t>
< / d i a l o g u e m o d e l : D i a l o g u e M o d e l>

Listing 2: An exemplary explanation object after the second
step

For this task basically two steps are required. The ingredi-
ents of the explanation machine have to be refined to con-
crete content fragments (see figure 2). In this listing we can
see that the user is amongst other things an expert in con-
necting devices, but a novice in the concept of HDMI. The
explanation object notes that the system knowledge about
how to connect TV and receiver should be included into
the explanation. Additionally his disposition, meaning if he
is in a positive or negative mood, decreased by 0.5 points
since the last check (on a scale from -1 to +1). During the
second step these fragments have to be selected, deleted or
adapted to the current user and his current situation. For ex-
ample, if some minutes ago the system explained to the user
that it will not present information by speech because there
are too many persons inside the room, the current explana-
tion does not need to mention that fact again and the part
about the number of persons in the room can be deleted.
This generated explanation dialogue has to be processed by
the fission component which decides on the modalities and
complexity of the explanation. This depends on the avail-
able devices and the situation the user currently is in.

5.3. Beautifications
In our architecture the final modality-dependent explana-
tions are generated by so-called beautifications. Beautifica-
tions are for example natural language generation pipelines
for generating real text, which can be presented in a graph-
ical or speech user interface.
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Text generation is done by using a typical natural language
generation (NLG) pipeline (Reiter and Dale, 2000). The
first step in a NLG-pipeline, namely the content determi-
nation is realized by the explanation machine. The se-
lected content needs to be arranged and structured in the
next step, followed by micro planning, consisting of lex-
icalisation, aggregation and referring expressions genera-
tion. Lexicalisation decides which specific words should
be used to express the given abstract content. Aggregation
decides which content should be put together in sentences
or paragraphs and the referring expressions generation de-
cides how the given entities should be referred to. The last
step in the natural language generation is the linguistic re-
alisation of the structured content, which can be included
as explanation utterance in the dialogue. However, the gen-
eration of text from a given explanation machine is only an
example of how the final explanation may be realised.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced our ideas and architectural de-
signs on why multimodal input resources are important for
a successful interaction of user and system. Our focus to
maintain a healthy HCI is on providing user-adaptive ex-
planations. The system has to be able to take the initiative
in adaptation of dialogues and assist the user in a way that
keeps him cooperative. Multimodal input resources can be
used in several stages of an adaptive explanation pipeline.
They can help to decide upon the point of time to augment
the interaction with an explanation and help with the de-
cision which goal of explanation is the most appropriate
one. We explained how the concept of human-computer
trust can help to improve HCI. Providing explanations not
solely based on the user knowledge model can help to main-
tain the user cooperative and perceive the system as trust-
worthy.
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